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Abstract
Inflation is one of the often used monetary indicators in conducting monetary
policy. Even though money supply is an essential determinant of inflation, it
is not used in inflation modeling. Currently, output gap is considered as most
predicative variable.

This thesis brings the empirical evidence on the hypothesis of money supply
carrying more information on estimating inflation than the output gap. It
is provided on the case of 16 developed European economies using Bayesian
Model Averaging (BMA). BMA is a comprehensive approach that deals with
the model uncertainty and thus solves the variable selection problem. The
results of analysis confirmed that money supply includes more information of
inflation than the output gap and thus should be used in inflation modeling.
These outcomes are robust towards prior selection and high correlation of some
variables.
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Abstrakt
Inflácia je dôležitý peňažný indikátor často používaný pri vykonávaní mon-
etárnej politiky. Aj keď je ponuka peňazí významný determinant inflácie, nie
je používaná v jej modelovaní. V súčasnosti je za veličinu s najväčšou výpoved-
nou hodnotou pri určovaní inflácie považovaná medzera vo výstupe.

Táto diplomová práca empiricky dokazuje pravdivosť hypotézy že peňažná
ponuka obsahuje viac informácií o pohybe inflácie ako medzera vo výstupe.
Tento fakt je ukázaný na prípade 16 vyspelých európskych ekonomík za použi-
tia Bayesovského Modelového Priemerovania (BMA). BMA je ucelená metóda,
ktorá sa zaoberá neistotou modelovania a rieši problém výberu veličín do mod-
elu. Výsledky analýzy potvrdili že peňažná ponuka obsahuje viac informácií
o inflácii ako medzera vo výstupe a preto by mala byť používaná v modelo-
vaní inflácie. Tieto výsledky sú robustné voči nastaveniu parametrov modelu
a vysokej korelácii niektorých premenných.
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Rigorous Thesis Introduction

The presented rigorous thesis is an extension of the master thesis defended
at the Institute of Economic Studies in September 2013. Several chapters of
the master thesis have been revised and rewritten in order to react to referee
comments and suggestions and improve the quality of thesis. In following part,
the review of the concerns of the referee, Mgr. Adrian Babin M.A., together
with the author’s respones and extensions is provided.

1. "Author stresses in several instances that the output gap is nowadays be-
lieved to be a good predictor of inflation, without actually providing any
source for backing this statement."
- We reviewed the discussion in recently published papers on the using of
output gap as a predictor of inflation and explicitly enumerated publica-
tions that do support the statement that output gap is believed to be a
good predictor of inflation at the beginning of the section 2.4 Review on
empirical studies of inflation determinants.

2. "Generally I believe that the literature review should be rewriten in order
to give us a clearer view of the context of the study - both in order to get a
better undersatnding of the theoretical underpining of the hypothesis and
also to shed light on the existing empirical studies on the subject"
- The literature review has been reorganised into theoretical and empirical
section and several paragraphs have been added in order to provide reader
a clearer background of the thesis. Furthermore we reviewed not only
papers focusing on similar topic than our thesis but focused also on the
methodology aspects.

3. "The results are not contrasted with any existing similar studies employ-
ing a different or similar sample of countries, time span or selection of
variables"
- Since BMA is a relatively new approach, there have not been many em-
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pirical papers using BMA methodology to explain inflation data. Most
of them concentrate on inflation forecasting. We added to Chapter 6 a
section where we compare our results with two similar studies, one is
using BMA and one is using simple OLS and Granger causality test to
compare the predicative power of money gap and output gap.

4. "The author presents two ways to compute the output gap, however only
the HP filtering is employed - could this have any impact on the results?
If yes, how does this measurement affect the results?"
- We added chapter 3.5.3 Comparison of output gap measurement method-
ologies, where we discuss the differences when using HP filter compared to
several other methods of filtering the data. Based on the mentioned liter-
ature, we conclude taht change in output gap measurement methodology
would have no effect on the results of our analysis.

5. "Moreover, it is well known that the GDP figures are under constant re-
vision - could this also affect the results?"
- The revisions of GDP series can have an impact on GDP output gap,
both positive and negative, which makes output gap less reliable predic-
tor to forecast inflation. This is in line with the hypothesis of the thesis
of money supply being better predictor than output gap. We enclose sec-
tions of Orphanides & Van Norden (2005) that contributes to this issue:
“The importance of ex post revisions to output gap estimates suggests
that the presence of a predictive relationship between inflation and ex
post estimated output gap measures does not guarantee that the out-
put gap will be useful for forecasting inflation in practice. The results
above suggest that ex post estimates of output gaps at a point in time
may differ substantially from estimates which could be made without the
benefit of hindsight.” “We find that many alternative measures of the out-
put gap appear to be quite useful for forecasting inflation, on the basis
of ex post analysis. That is, a historical Phillips curve is suggested by
the data, and final (ex post constructed) estimates of the output gap are
useful for understanding subsequent movements in inflation. However,
this historical usefulness does not imply a similar operational usefulness.
Our simulated real-time forecasting experiment suggests, instead, that
the predictive ability of many different output gap measures is mostly
illusory. Output gaps typically can not forecast inflation as well out of
sample as simple linear models of inflation and output growth.”
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6. "I missed the motivation for chosing the "g" prior as well as any discussion
on any possible endogeneity problems of certain variables."
- Both, sources of the inspiration for choosing g prior as well as discussion
on endogeneity issue were added to Chapter 4.5.3 Our settings.



Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent literature, several theories of inflation measuring have appeared.
There are two main views of money and inflation discussed in the 20th century,
authors of which are John Maynard Keynes, the head of Keynesian school and
Milton Friedman, the most famous monetarist. Although lots of other schools
and authors followed their ideas, even today there is discussion whether central
banks should affect the inflation through the money supply and money aggre-
gates, or target the inflation directly. The generally accepted consensus is that
money supply is irrelevant in inflation estimating. In the post monetary pe-
riod, inflation became to be targeted directly especially in most of Anglo Saxon
countries (Klöckers et al. (2001)). Due to several structural changes, money de-
mand became unstable and inflation predictions became unsustainable. On the
other hand, there are opinions among well renowned economists, that money
aggregates still help to predict inflation and should be at least considered in
monetary policy making processes, moreover they should have prominent role
in inflation predicting.

Lots of empirical evidences regarding this question have been done in last
decades using different sets of control variables. With this thesis, we would
like to contribute to this range of papers with the empirical analysis of sixteen
European developed economics. We will model their inflation in the period of
1997-2012 using money aggregates and output gap and compare their predica-
tive power. Since different models of inflation use various sets of variables, we
will use the Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) method which addresses for this
model uncertainty problem and takes the average of all the models´ outcomes
into account. We have chosen particular countries in this analysis because of
their diversification in terms of historical and thus economical background and
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wide inflation rate range.
The following part of the thesis is structured into 7 chapters. Chapter 2

focuses on the literature review. It summarizes several theories of inflation as
well as the empirical papers on the relationship of inflation and money supply.
Chapter 3 includes the information of dataset and possible determinants of
inflation, and describes the compared variables, output gap and money supply.
Further on, there is methodology explained in Chapter 4. Next parts refer to
the settings of the parameters and model priors we used, together with the
results and comments of the analysis in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 provides the
sensitivity analysis of our outcomes and Chapter 7 concludes the overall thesis
progress and results.



Chapter 2

Literature review

In this section, the review throughout the history of thoughts, opinions and em-
pirical evidences on the relationship between money growth and inflation are
presented to readers. The main question of this master thesis is whether mon-
etary aggregates should be used in forecasting inflation and thus in monetary
policy making process. In the following part, I will provide brief overview of
the two approaches in monetary policy that central banks followed throughout
recent decades.

The discussion whether inflation is or is not dependent on money brings us
back, to 1950s when two schools of economic theories were founded, Keynesians
and Monetarists. To understand the dichotomy in the question of including
monetary aggregates in inflation predicting, we should firstly understand their
two theories of inflation lying behind. Davidson (2006) describes the Keynes
and monetarists´ theories of inflation in his article. We summarize his main
ideas hereafter.

2.1 Keynes theory of inflation
In Keynes theory, money is never neutral. That means that whenever central
bank changes the quantity of money or the interest rate, it will have direct
impact on the real economy. So the change in money supply does not affect
prices and thus inflation. According to Keynes, central banks have two primary
functions:

• to provide a liquidity through the incentives to banks to extend cheap
credits in case of free sources (and not full employment)

• to stabilize the financial markets and thus provide liquidity through trade
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of financial assets. Keynes recognizes two types of prices, spot price, paid
immediately at the time of delivery and forward price, which is to be paid
in some future time. He thus sets two types of inflation: commodity (capital)
inflation caused by the rise of spot market prices, and income inflation caused by
the increase in forward, contractual prices due to cost of production or supply.
The mechanism of inflation origin is following: if the demand for immediate
delivery of some good rises, the supply of this good is not satisfactory so the
spot price of the commodity will rise too, causing the capital inflation. Incomes
inflation is created due to rising cost of production, which incorporates higher
profit to inputs´ owner that is not offset by any increase in production.

2.2 Monetarist theory of inflation
One of the most famous monetarists, Milton Friedman believed that central
banks can influence money supply, and through the quantitative theory of
money, they can also control the prices in long run. In 1970s, he completed
this theory for short run horizon with the concept of natural rate of unemploy-
ment. In this concept he argues, that by affecting the real effective demand and
unemployment rate up to the natural rate of unemployment, monetary policy
of the central bank can have an impact on the inflation rate. The natural rate
of unemployment is the rate at which the inflation would be stable. Till the
1990s, natural rate of unemployment was believed to be a constant and not
changing with the time, but it showed not sustainable. After 1990s, monetary
theory changed a little and monetarists believed that central bank is able to
control the inflation by the change of interest rates and through the reaction
of money supply to this change.

2.3 Development of thoughts
In the 1980s, financial innovations and structural changes caused instabilities
in money demand in Anglo-Saxon countries (Klöckers et al. (2001)). Cen-
tral banks found development of monetary aggregates difficult to predict, so
they became to target inflation directly. As Woodford (1998) claimed, central
bankers lost the hope that monetary aggregates are good intermediate targets
because they couldn’t observe short run connection to the inflation no longer.
The reason was, in his opinion, the deregulation of 1980s. He believed that
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this instability in money demand may have been a problem for inflation fore-
casting, so he suggested how to provide inflation determination without using
money demand or supply functions. Central banks in Anglo Saxon countries
also found development of monetary aggregates difficult to predict, so they
became to target inflation directly.

On the other side, money demand in countries of continental Europe re-
mained stable during 1980s so central banks continued to use monetary ag-
gregates as the main indicator for monetary policy. According Masuch et al.
(2001), there are several similarities in the way how central banks deal with
monetary aggregates. One of them is that all the central banks actually do
monitor developments of the aggregates, but they put a different weight on
them in their monetary policies. Money can be considered as key factor in
inflation process on one hand, or only as an indicator with no prominent role
on the other hand, or somewhere in between. According to Friedman (1985),
even if inflation is considered to be caused by excess demand only, we can still
profit from information of money aggregates because we can identify shocks in
markets better and thus forecast price developments more precisely.

In 1997 European Monetary Institute analyzed the approaches towards
monetary policy strategies as the single European monetary policy should
have been introduced soon. They compared the two approaches of inflation
targeting, through the intermediate money aggregates analysis or directly. In
1998, neither of these options was introduced. Instead, European Central Bank
(ECB) decided to adopt new monetary policy strategy consisting of two pillars.
The first pillar concentrates on monetary developments analysis, the second one
on the other economic and financial indicators. So the ECB interconnected the
two approaches leaving main stress on the money, which is signaled by an-
nouncing of reference value for M3 aggregate (Masuch et al. (2001)).

2.4 Review on empirical studies of inflation deter-
minants

In the literature, there are plenty of empirical studies, using various models for
forecasting inflation and even greater amount and combinations of the variables
incorporated. Below we offer the basic review of some of them focusing on the
usage of output gap and money supply when forecasting inflation.

As mentioned above, the recent empirical studies mostly employ output gap
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estimates as the reliable predictors of inflation (Bolt & Van Els (2000), Hałka
& Kotłowski (2013) etc). As Rünstler (2002) argues, the policy makers rely on
the output gap estimates based on real time information while implementing
monetary policy rules. Therefore, the main challenge is to provide solid esti-
mates of the output gaps. In last decade, the reliability of real time output gap
estimates has though been questioned. Orphanides (2001) examined the policy
decisions and recommendations based on the real time output gap data and
compared them with the decisions that would have been done based on ex post
revised data. He demonstrated that these recommendations differ significantly.
Also Nelson & Nikolov (2003) and others showed the mismeasurement of the
real time output gap in several historical periods. This supports our theory
of output gap being not suitable predictor of inflation. Below, we offer several
more empirical studies that relate to inflation forecasting and that compare
money supply and output gap as important predictors of inflation.

Assenmacher-Wesche & Gerlach (2006) reviewed papers on empirical evi-
dences of the ECB´s monetary strategy and suggest the following explanation
of inflation. Inflation according to them consists from trend component of past
money growth and a deviation from this trend covered by the output gap.
This model of inflation corresponds with the above mentioned ECB two pillar
inflation policy with stress on monetary indicator. Moreover, they proposed
to forecast inflation in three frequency bands with different sets of variables.
At the lowest frequency, inflation is predicted through money growth, output
growth and long term interest rates. At the medium frequency, output gap is
the most significant indicator and at the higher frequency, shock in supply and
import prices come into importance.

Similarly Gerlach & Svensson (2003) compared the predicative power of
the real money gap (the gap between the real money stock and the long-run
equilibrium real money stock), output gap and the gap between current growth
of money (M3) and reference value on the data of euro area between 1980 and
2000. They found out that money gap has the most and money growth has the
worst predicative power. Moreover they claim that the unpleasing performance
of money growth indicator is not dependent on the stability of the short run
or long run money demand function.

Neumann & Greiber (2004) also examined the empirical relationship be-
tween money growth and inflation, but instead of actual money growth, they
have used the long lasting low frequency component consisting of permanent
nominal money growth exceeding permanent real money demand growth. They
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again worked with euro area data from the period spanning 1980 – 2004 and
discovered one to one relationship between variables in long run but no signif-
icance when the cycle of money growth fluctuations is less than 8 years long.
Their conclusions are in line with our hypothesis of using M3 in forecasting
inflation.

Another empirical evidence was done by Reynard (2007). He used the data
between 1960 and 1970 of euro area and observed the systematic empirical
relationship between the money and inflation. He claims that low inflation
period is caused by restrictive monetary policy steps since 1990s. He points at
the paradox, that in times of expansive monetary policy, prices increase and
they didn´t decrease in times of restrictive monetary policy but the output
remains quite stable either way. He concludes that targeting inflation directly
without giving importance to monetary aggregates could be misleading, but
we should also consider broad panel of variables to predict inflation.

Between the supporters of the idea of using money in inflation objectives is
Nelson (2008) who wrote a critique of above mentioned Woodfords opinion of
interest rate policy rule that determines inflation. Woodfords biggest mislead-
ing was, as Nelson argues, the assumption that central banks can control in the
long run interest rates. On the contrary, according to Nelson, central bank is
able to target the long term interest rates only by affecting inflation through
the money growth rate.

To conclude, there are opinions in favor of using monetary aggregates in
forecasting inflation but also the ones that do not accept it, in the literature.
Moreover, studies and papers do report different sets of variables as significant
in estimating inflation. The BMA methodology therefore seems to be suitable
to examine inflation predictors as it is counting with large amount of possi-
ble variables. Further on, we will focus on reviewing the articles using BMA
methodology while examining inflation.

Jacobson & Karlsson (2004) used Bayesian Model Averaging for the inflation
forecast (measured by consumer price index) in Sweeden. They examined all
the combined forecasts of 20 predictor variables using g-prior setting and uni-
form model prior. The examined period included 80 periods (quarterly data).
They found out that BMA provided satisfactory forecasting power and helped
to specify model’s indicators in case of the large number of explaining vari-
ables. They concluded that combination of 10 highest ranked models provides
in general better forecast than each individual model does.

Similarly Scharnagl & Schumacher (2007) used BMA while examining the
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importance of monetary indicators in inflation forecasting. They worked with
30 monetary and non monetary indicators of the european countries during 7
years (quarterly data). As they concluded, both groups of indicators should be
used together when forecasting inflation. Each group itself provided less pred-
icative power. They showed that individual inclusion probabilities of monetary
indicators (except from trend component of M3) are not significant, but they
are high for the joint models including at least one of each group, monetary
and nonmonetary variables.

Kapetanios et al. (2008) focuses on the inflation forecasting methods in cases
of large number of possible predictors. They compared two methodologies of
model averaging, Information Theoretic Model Averaging based on Akaike’s
relative model likehood concept, and Bayesian Model Averaging. They exam-
ined 58 variables with at least 90 observation on the data of UK. They observed
that both methods provide reliable predictions of inflation, but the information
theoretic method is the most robust of them.



Chapter 3

Data

In the next section, the data description is provided, especially the origin of the
dataset is reported, the process of selecting variables is explained and also the
most important variables in the analysis, money supply, inflation and output
gap are characterized. In the next part of this chapter, data transformations
are described. There are also listed and defined the variables used in analysis,
and their statistical features, in the following parts.

3.1 Source
The data for the analysis of inflation were obtained from various databases.
Most of variables are from Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) database, EIU
CountryData section, which provides data of major economic indicators of
nearly 150 countries lasting back to 1980. This database extracts the data
from many other sources, for example Statistical Office of the European Com-
munities, various national institutes and banks, OECD Economic Outlooks,
IMF International Financial Statistics. Besides EIU, another source of data
was Eurostat, the statistical authority of European commission.

3.2 Variables selection
The purpose of this paper is to establish the explanatory variables for inflation
using Bayesian Model Averaging. For this aim, the best strategy was to choose
as many countries and variables as possible and available based on the literature
background. The selection of variables is inspired by literature review and
different models of inflation used in European economies.
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There are 32 explanatory variables in the dataset, including two dummy
variables, one for eurozone members, and one time dummy for the period of
latter crisis. The reason for including eurozone dummy was that money supply
given by European Central Bank is in eurozone the same while the output gap
differs, so we would like to observe if this fact has any impact on the outcomes of
our analysis. There are 11 eurozone members in our dataset, namely Austria,
Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia,
Slovenia, and Spain. We assign the value one to these countries and value
zero to all other countries in the dataset. The other, crisis dummy, was set
for years 2007 and 2008, as the economy came through several major shocks
and did not react normally to stimulus. Again, we assigned value one to crisis
years 2007 and 2008 and zero to all other years in the panel. Following table
Table 3.1 depicts the list of variables used in the analysis of inflation and their
characteristics and statistical notes according to EIU CountryData database.
As was mentioned above, the selection of variables is based on the literature.
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Table 3.1: List and definition of variables

Series Title Code Definition
Crisis (2007-2008)
dummy

CRIS Dummy variable for the period of crisis, as-
signs value 1 for the period of 2007-2008, 0
otherwise

Current-account
balance

BALC Trade balance, plus net services, plus net in-
come, plus net current transfers. Line 78ald
in the IFS.

Domestic demand
(% real change pa)

DDMD Percentage change in real total domestic
expenditure (including stockbuilding), over
previous year.

Eurozone dummy EUZO Eurozone dummy, assigns value 1 for the
countries of eurozone, 0 otherwise

Exchange rate
LCU:$ (end-
period)

ENDR National currency per US$, end-period.

Exchange rate
LCU:US$ (av)

XRPD National currency per US$, period average.
Line rf of IFS.

Exports of G&S (%
real change pa)

DEXP Percentage change in real exports of goods
and services, over previous year.

GDP (% real
change pa)

DGDP Percentage change in real GDP, over previous
year.

Government con-
sumption (% real
change pa)

DGCE Percentage change in real government con-
sumption, over previous year.

Gross fixed in-
vestment (% real
change pa)

DFIN Percentage change in real gross fixed invest-
ment, over previous year.

Harmonized index
of consumer prices
(% change pa)

HICP Harmonized index of consumer prices, over
previous year

Harmonized index
of consumer prices

HICT Harmonized index of consumer prices in t-1,
over previous year

(% change pa)
Imports of G&S (%
real change pa)

DIMP Percentage change in real imports of goods
and services, over previous year.

Industrial produc-
tion (% change pa)

DIPI Percentage change in index of industrial pro-
duction, over previous year.

Long-term bond
yield (%)

RAT4 Yield on 10-year government bonds.

M2 (% pa) DMN2 Percentage change in M1 plus quasi–money
at end–period, over previous year.

Money market in-
terest rate (%)

RAT3 Pre-1993 3-month interest rate, VIBOR.
Thereafter Euro-zone + Greece in 2001: 3-
Month Average Money Market Rate (%).
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Series Title Code Definition
Nominal GDP GDPL Gross domestic product (GDP) at current

market prices.
Nominal GDP
(US$)

GDPD Gross domestic product (GDP) at current
market prices in US$. Derived from GDP
and period-average exchange rate (line rf in
the IFS).

Output gap OGAP Output gap, over previous year, HP filter on
GDP level

Private consump-
tion (% real change
pa)

DCPR Percentage change in real private consump-
tion, over previous year.

Producer prices (%
change pa; av)

DPPI Percentage change in producer price index in
local currency (period average), over previ-
ous year.

Real domestic de-
mand

RDMD Total domestic expenditure (including stock-
building) at chained 2005 market prices.

Real effective ex-
change rate

XRRE Trade-weighted basket of currencies con-
verted to an index (2005=100) and adjusted
for relative price movements.

Real exports of
G&S

REXP Exports of goods and services at chained
2005 market prices.

Real GDP RGDP Gross domestic product (GDP) at chained
2005 market prices.

Real government
consumption

RGCE Government consumption expenditure at
chained 2005 market prices.

Real gross fixed in-
vestment

RFIN Gross fixed investment at chained 2005 mar-
ket prices.

Real imports of
G&S

RIMP Imports of goods and services at chained
2005 market prices.

Real private con-
sumption

RCPR Private consumption expenditure at chained
2005 market prices.

Real stockbuilding RSTK Stockbuilding at chained 2005 market prices.
Stockbuilding, con-
tribution to real
GDP growth (%
points)

DSTK Change in real stockbuilding, as a percentage
of real GDP in the previous year.

Unemployment
rate (%)

UNEM Harmonized Unemployment Rate (SA, %)

Source: EIU CountryData database.

In following parts, we will describe our main variable, inflation, the way
inflation data were obtained and different methods of their measurement, as
well as two compared explanatory variables, money supply and the output gap.
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3.3 Inflation
The explained variable of our analysis is the inflation. Inflation data in EIU
database were not consistent, some of the countries provided theirs inflation
rates based on HICP index, other used CPI instead. To ensure the data re-
liability, we rather used the Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices (HICP)
obtained from Eurostat database to measure the inflation rate. This index is
very similar to Consumer Price Index (CPI), they both measure inflation that
consumers face, but they differ in the basket of consumer products they count
with. According to European Commission Directorate (European_Commission
(2013)) major differences are in the case of owner occupied houses which are
not taken into account in HICP index, but they are enclosed in CPI. Com-
pare to consumer price index which covers households´ expenditures according
to residential status, HICP covers households´ expenditures only within the
home country no matter whether the household live in particular country or
not. Other differences are in the methods of measuring the services such as
health or social protection or insurance service. Both indices use very similar
data sources but they are calculated for different purposes and thus use dif-
ferent methodology of preparing the data. HICP is mainly used for monetary
policy objectives. For example price stability in eurozone is defined through
the HICP index and it is also used as one of the convergence criteria to join the
euro area. The advantage of this index is that it is unified over all the countries,
so it is broadly used for cross-country comparative analysis. On the other side,
CPI is used also for wage indexation and various calculations of social benefits
etc. For the purpose of this thesis, HICP is more suitable as we compare the
variables across the countries.

3.4 Money supply
Money supply is expressed through the money aggregates M1, M2 and M3.
According to European Central Bank (ECB (2013)), they are defined as follows:
• M1, Narrow money - currency and balances immediately convertible into

cash such as overnight deposits
• M2, Intermediate money – broader monetary aggregate consisting of M1

together with substitutes of M1 such as deposits with maturity up to two years
and deposits redeemable at a period of notice up to three months
• M3, Broad money – consists of M2 and marketable instruments, money
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market instruments, long term deposits. M3 aggregate is more stable than
the other two. There exists several others definitions and sorting of money
aggregates but we will relay on the previously mentioned one, like the ECB
defines them. The most used aggregate for inflation forecasting is the M2.
Also for the purpose of this thesis, we consider it the most suitable one as it is
quite stable and corresponds to quite broad and used money instruments.

3.5 Output gap measurement
The output gap is defined as the difference between the actual output and the
potential output of the economy. Potential output is the efficient output that
could be produced by national economy at its full capacity. There exist several
methods for estimation of potential output that we will discuss here. Two main
approaches are the production function approach and the statistical approach.
We provide the review of them based on the monthly bulletin of ECB (2000).

3.5.1 Statistical approaches

Statistical approaches towards estimation of potential output are based upon
the principle of extracting cyclical part of the GDP level series from the trend.
This can be done in two manners, and thus by using also information included
in other variables (multivariate approach), or using solely the information from
GDP level series (univariate approach). The examples of the latter method
are Hodrick-Prescott filter and the Deterministic trend. Deterministic trend
methodology assumes that trend in GDP series is a linear function of time. The
advantage of this method is its simplicity but disadvantage is that it ignores
the possible breaks in the trend due to shock in supply side. The Hodrick-
Prescott filter is the most used methodology of estimating potential output.
This filter divides time series into trend component and cyclical component
concentrating on the trade off relationship between goodness of fit to actual
data and smoothness of outcoming series, expressed through the parameter
of the filter called the lambda. With infinite lambda, we get to the most
smoothened series, and thus linear trend. With zero lambda, we get to the
highest goodness of fit series and thus the actual output series. The HP filter
is easy to implement but we have to overcome difficulties with setting the
lambda correctly and several other drawbacks like worse predicative power at
the end of sample values or possibility of misidentified cycles revealed in the
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data. Also structural breaks are difficult to interpret as the filter tends to
smooth them. The multivariate approaches as we mentioned above use the
information gathered from several series and account for relationships among
them. One most common multivariate method is the unobserved component
modeling which is based on Phillips curve heavily and on identifying common
cyclical part of inflation and output.

3.5.2 Production function approach

The production function embodies the relationship of potential output and the
factors determining it. It is widely used even by OECD or IMF. The most used
form of production function is the Cobb-Douglas production function, which
explains output as a function of labor, capital and technological progress. The
formula of potential output is following:

Yt = AtK
1−α
t Nα

t

where At denotes the trend part of factors´ productivity, Kt stands for the
capital stock supply and Nt is the trend of labor supply. α denotes the elasticity
of the labor and represents the change of output by α% with the change of labor
by 1% in the same direction. Between the pros of production function approach
belongs the power of forecasting potential output as the forecasts of factors are
available. We can also observe how the structural changes influence output
gap. However some data, especially for capital stock are not trustworthy that
much. Another disadvantage is that this approach relies on the modeling and
forecasting of productivity and labor, where exist several different approaches
too, causing differences in overall output estimating.

3.5.3 Comparison of output gap measurement methodolo-
gies

As Röger & Ongena (1998) argue, there is no significant difference proved when
comparing various methodologies for filtering GDP series. Particularly, they
compared the HP filter output gap results with band pass filter, linear time
trend and production function approach. We summarise their findings in the
following section. Roger and Ongena used the GDP data of european countries
and showed that if the same data extension used, there is no difference between
output gap data produced by band pass filter (after eliminating cycles larger
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than 16 years) and HP filter. The correlation of the two series of output gaps
is more than 98 % for all examined countries and also for the total of all
EU countries. In comparison to linear deterministic trend, HP filter produces
smaller output gap values. As they claim, the linear trend is not very used any
more since the hypothesis that GDP has stochastic trend component is difficult
to reject. Output gaps are large because trend and cycle are independent in
linear trend approach. For most EU countries is the correlation coefficient
around 50 %, for Spain Italy and France is the coefficient considerably higher.
Production function approach on the other hand provides similar output gap
values than HP with the correlation coefficient 90 % for total of all EU countries
and between 70 % and 95 % individually. Addressing also problem of revising
GDP series, HP filter immediately processes the information available, so it
needs to be revised only slightly. They conclude that HP filter is simple and
reliable method for filtering GDP series that does not need any major revisions.
As the results of band pass filter and production function filter do not differ
from the output gaps given by HP filter, for the purposes of out thesis, we will
use the HP filter which is in our opinion the easiest to implement.
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3.6 Data transformation
Original dataset from EIU CountryData database contained 42 variables mea-
sured quarterly for 34 countries. After selecting 28 above mentioned variables,
we found data for 16 European countries available to extent needed. The list
of them is enclosed below.

Table 3.2: Geographical coverage

Austria Poland
Belgium Portugal
Finland Slovakia
France Slovenia

Germany Spain
Italy Sweden

Netherlands Switzerland
Norway United Kingdom

The data are spanning from first quarter of 1997 to third quarter 2012 and
are observed quarterly. That means we have 63 time periods to account with.
Later data were available only for some countries so we did not include them.
As Bayesian Model Averaging methodology requires full rank of variables, we
had to clean the data of some missing observations. To this original dataset
obtained from UIP CountryData database, we added Harmonized Index of
Consumers Prices (HICP) data from eurostat database. HICP index had to be
modified as only yearly data were available in eurostat. We transformed the
data by computing quarterly changes of this index and afterwards calculated
changes over the previous year. In next step we obtained the output gap values
for each country using Hodrick-Prescott filter on real GDP level series. We
chose the Hodrick-Prescott methodology for obtaining potential output series
because of the ease of implementation. The parameter lambda was set at value
of 1600 recommended for the quarterly data we work with. The difference
between original series and filtered ones are the output gap levels. We added
two more dummy variables to the dataset. One dummy for the 11 members
of the eurozone occurring in our dataset and one time dummy for the period
of crisis as described in Section 3.2. Another BMA requirement on data is low
correlation between explanatory variables. Below at Figure 3.1 is depicted the
correlation matrix of all the variables. Correlations above 70% high are marked
in the red color. In discussion section (Chapter 6) will be provided a sensitivity
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analysis of the BMA outcomes devoted to high correlation issues, where we will
omit some highly correlated variables and observe how it affect the final results
of the analysis.
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Figure 3.1: Correlation matrix

Source: R software.
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3.7 Data summary
Following figure displays the statistical features of all the 33 observed variables
obtained from the R software. For each of them is computed the minimum,
maximum, mean and median. The feature 1st Qu tells us that 25 % of observed
data are below this value, and 3rd Qu means that 75 % of observations are
below this value. Number of non available values of the particular variable are
displayed at the bottom line of each table (NA´s).

Table 3.3: Data summary

HICP HICT RGDP RCPR
Min. :-1.797 Min. :-1.797 Min. : 4.003 Min. : 2.374
1st Qu.: 1.382 1st Qu.: 1.341 1st Qu.: 47.909 1st Qu.: 28.482
Median : 2.017 Median : 2.010 Median :160.957 Median : 91.350
Mean : 2.534 Mean : 2.540 Mean :246.637 Mean :131.571
3rd Qu.: 3.133 3rd Qu.: 3.100 3rd Qu.:372.273 3rd Qu.:214.232
Max. :16.922 Max. :16.922 Max. :882.997 Max. :419.886

NA’s :64 NA’s :64 NA’s :64
RGCE RFIN RSTK REXP

Min. : 0.766 Min. : 0.887 Min. :-15.34400 Min. : 1.885
1st Qu.: 9.748 1st Qu.: 11.707 1st Qu.: 0.01075 1st Qu.: 20.674
Median : 35.167 Median : 32.133 Median : 0.41250 Median : 69.082
Mean : 54.138 Mean : 47.530 Mean : 2.14501 Mean : 94.779
3rd Qu.: 84.647 3rd Qu.: 76.125 3rd Qu.: 1.63900 3rd Qu.:109.263
Max. :230.502 Max. :173.121 Max. : 45.95500 Max. :448.952
NA’s :64 NA’s :64 NA’s :76 NA’s :64
RIMP RDMD DGDP DCPR

Min. : 1.975 Min. : 4.081 Min. :-10.014 Min. :-5.434
1st Qu.: 18.947 1st Qu.: 49.624 1st Qu.: 1.203 1st Qu.: 1.163
Median : 68.897 Median :152.815 Median : 2.668 Median : 2.224
Mean : 84.037 Mean :235.350 Mean : 2.373 Mean : 2.285
3rd Qu.:114.038 3rd Qu.:371.414 3rd Qu.: 3.944 3rd Qu.: 3.529
Max. :385.825 Max. :821.391 Max. : 13.549 Max. :11.568
NA’s :64 NA’s :64 NA’s :64 NA’s :68
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DGCE DFIN DSTK DEXP

Min. :-7.9890 Min. :-25.852 Min. :-9.10000 Min. :-30.860
1st Qu.: 0.6795 1st Qu.: -1.151 1st Qu.:-0.42600 1st Qu.: 2.119
Median : 1.8525 Median : 3.029 Median : 0.04250 Median : 6.111
Mean : 2.0930 Mean : 2.511 Mean : 0.02999 Mean : 5.424
3rd Qu.: 3.3037 3rd Qu.: 6.918 3rd Qu.: 0.49550 3rd Qu.: 10.245
Max. :15.0360 Max. : 33.467 Max. : 6.18300 Max. : 43.123
NA’s :68 NA’s :68 NA’s :80 NA’s :68
DIMP DDMD GDPL GDPD

Min. :-24.733 Min. :-12.4560 Min. : 3.242 Min. : 3.63
1st Qu.: 2.266 1st Qu.: 0.7155 1st Qu.: 46.750 1st Qu.: 48.92
Median : 6.340 Median : 2.3695 Median :145.236 Median : 94.25
Mean : 5.466 Mean : 2.2483 Mean :228.367 Mean :192.87
3rd Qu.: 9.861 3rd Qu.: 3.9598 3rd Qu.:368.891 3rd Qu.:313.99
Max. : 44.128 Max. : 15.6190 Max. :884.249 Max. :970.44
NA’s :68 NA’s :68 NA’s :64 NA’s :64
DIPI XRPD ENDR XRRE

Min. :-24.615 Min. : 0.4893 Min. : 0.4905 Min. : 77.74
1st Qu.: -0.503 1st Qu.: 0.7631 1st Qu.: 0.7484 1st Qu.: 96.23
Median : 2.059 Median : 0.8899 Median : 0.8849 Median : 99.55
Mean : 1.908 Mean : 1.8517 Mean : 1.8356 Mean : 99.58
3rd Qu.: 5.158 3rd Qu.: 1.1453 3rd Qu.: 1.1425 3rd Qu.:101.99
Max. : 22.336 Max. :10.6200 Max. :10.8810 Max. :149.34
NA’s :91 NA’s :64 NA’s :64 NA’s :66
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DMN2 RAT3 RAT4 DPPI

Min. :-18.282 Min. : 0.081 Min. : 1.252 Min. :-17.8590
1st Qu.: 4.023 1st Qu.: 2.125 1st Qu.: 3.828 1st Qu.: 0.1475
Median : 6.771 Median : 3.360 Median : 4.399 Median : 2.2300
Mean : 7.921 Mean : 3.628 Mean : 4.529 Mean : 2.6701
3rd Qu.: 10.207 3rd Qu.: 4.480 3rd Qu.: 5.203 3rd Qu.: 4.7443
Max. : 46.074 Max. :24.500 Max. :11.473 Max. : 32.7500
NA’s :94 NA’s :80 NA’s :126 NA’s :96
UNEM BALC OGAP EUZO

Min. : 1.548 Min. :-46.9810 Min. :-45.43770 Min. :0.0000
1st Qu.: 4.867 1st Qu.: -3.3070 1st Qu.: -1.26435 1st Qu.:0.0000
Median : 7.850 Median : -0.0262 Median : -

0.08258
Median :0.0000

Mean : 8.205 Mean : 1.4099 Mean : -0.05070 Mean :0.3125
3rd Qu.:10.300 3rd Qu.: 5.6150 3rd Qu.: 0.93005 3rd Qu.:1.0000
Max. :23.000 Max. : 79.3200 Max. : 34.87330 Max. :1.0000
NA’s :64 NA’s :93 NA’s :64

CRIS

Min. :0.000

1st Qu.:0.000

Median :0.000

Mean :0.127

3rd Qu.:0.000

Max. :1.000

Source: R software.



Chapter 4

Methodology

In the literature review, there are quite a lot authors mentioned doing empirical
evidences on the relationship of money growth and inflation. The question is
which one of the models is the most suitable for our regression and data. The
method introduced to statistics by Raftery in 1995 called the Bayesian Model
Averaging should help to reveal the appropriate set of variables and avoid the
model uncertainty issue.

4.1 Bayesian Model Averaging generally
Researchers often deal with the problem of model uncertainty. The usual ap-
proach in modeling the relationship between variables is to have one depending
and a few major explanatory variables and afterwards select some control vari-
ables. The outcomming model is considered to be the true one. Ignoring
this uncertainty issue of choosing right explanatory variables, one can come to
misleading conclusions of the analysis. Bayesian Model Averaging is a com-
prehensive approach that deals with this specification problem by calculating
posterior distributions over coefficients and models. It provides all the possible
combinations of variables and then averages over them to obtain the posterior
inclusion probabilities, the probabilities with which the variable should be in-
cluded in the model. Thus Bayesian approach does not concentrate on one true
model but is instead weighting all the models by the goodness of fit expressed
through the posterior probabilities. These probabilities express the extent to
which data are represented by each model. According to Montgomery & Nyhan
(2010), BMA is suitable approach mainly in following three cases:
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• when deciding between two or more ways how to measure some theoretical
concept,
• to test the robustness of their results in case of control variables uncer-

tainty and also
• when there is large amount of the variables influencing the dependent

variable.

4.2 History
The first ideas to combine several models came from Barnard (1963) followed
by Bates & Granger (1969) suggestions of using together the predictions from
more than one model dealing with the same issue. Roberts (1965) proposed the
model that uses similar weights of posterior distribution as BMA does. Leamer
in 1978 first showed, that BMA actually solves the model selecting problem.
Madigan & Raftery (1994) argued that averaging over all the models concerning
the same depending variable leads to better results than using every model on
its own (Hoeting et al. (1999)). This is also the second hypothesis of this
thesis. In the literature review, I provided several sources and empirical papers
on modeling inflation using different sets of control variables. Further on, I will
use the Bayesian Model Averaging approach to compare the predicative power
of the averaged model relative to each of the separate models.

4.3 Model
The basic concept that BMA uses to express the relationship between the
variables is the joint probability distribution. It is obtained by assigning prior
distribution to parameters of each model and to the each model as a whole.
The following description of the model is based on the combination of Chipman
et al. (2001) and Montgomery & Nyhan (2010).

Let M be the space of all possible models consisting of q variables defined
as follows: M = [M1,M2, . . . ,Mq] where q = 2p, let Y be the panel of observed
data and θk vector of unknown parameters of the model. Under the model Mk,
density of Y is p(Y |θk,Mk). To each parameter of the models is ascribed the
prior probability distribution p(θk|Mk), and to each model prior probability
p(Mk). This describes the three stage hierarchical mixture model suggested by
George & McCulloch (1993), George & McCulloch (1997) and Raftery et al.
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(1997). In the first stage, model Mk is created based on π(M1), . . . , π(Mq).
Next stage is generating vector θk from p(θk|Mk) and at the third stage, Y is
formed according to p(Y |θk,Mk). In the case of model selection problem, the
researcher is willing to select one model that have generated the observed data
Y out of the class of models. Basically he is looking for the model that was
selected in the first stage of hierarchical mixture model from π(M1), . . . , π(Mq).
The probability thatMk is the model that generated data Y is a posterior model
probability.

The following concept of BMA approach for linear regression was outlined
by Clyde (2003): Let the matrix X be the matrix of all possible independent
variables explaining Y : Xn×p, where p is the vector of all variables. Then the
multiple regression equation for all the variables is set as Y = Xβ + ε, ε ∼
N(0, σ2I). Hierarchical model mentioned above is rewritten here in equations.
Suppose now that β and σ2 are the model parameters, to which we assign the
prior distribution as well as to models Mk. Prior probability distribution of
Mk is then expressed as Mk ∼ π(Mk) and prior probabilities of the models
conditional on space of models Mk are σ2|Mk ∼ π(σ2|Mk). Let the βω be the
non-zero coefficient with the design matrix Xω(qω × n).The prior distribution
of βω under model Mk is: βω|σ2,Mk ∼ π(βω|Mk, σ

2), where Ω = ω1, . . . , ωp is a
vector of zeroes and ones according to the occurance of variables in Mk. Con-
ditional probability model is then Y |βω, σ2,Mk ∼ N(Xωβω, σ

2I) and marginal
distribution of the data in model Mk is

p(Y |Mk) =
∫ ∫

p(Y |βω, σ2,Mk)π(βω|σ2,Mk)π(σ2|Mk)dβωdσ2.

Posterior model probability of Mk being selected from to model space as the
model generating observed data is

p(Mk|Y ) = (p(Y |Mk)π(Mk))/((
q∑

k=0
p(Y |Mk))π(Mk)).

Comparing the two individual models, we can show how ratios of prior distri-
bution π(M1)/π(M2) multiplied by Bayes factor (p(Y |M1))/(p(Y |M2)) leads to
posterior odds:

(p(M1|Y ))/(p(M2|Y )) = (p(Y |M1))/(p(Y |M2))× (π(M1)/π(M2)).

The posterior probability is the most important parameter in model selection
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process. It indicates the extent to whichMk is considered to be the true model.
By a simple logic, the model with the highest p(Mk|Y ) should be the one, the
researcher is looking for.

Alternatively the aim of the researcher could be the maximization of the
expected utility. Let α be the process of selection ofMk, and βk the quantity of
interest. Then the maximization of the expected utility

∫
u(α, βk)p(βk|Y )dβk,

where u(α, βk) is a utility function, will provide the optimal α. Posterior prob-
ability distribution of βk is

p(βk|Y ) =
q∑

k=0
p(Mk|Y )p(βk|Mk, Y ).

Finally, expected value of βk is

E(βk|Y ) =
q∑

k=0
p(Mk|Y )E(βk|Mk, Y )

calculated as a weighted expected value of βk taking into account every model
combination option of observed data (Montgomery & Nyhan (2010)).

4.4 Caveats
The BMA methodology is quite straightforward in application. The only is-
sues that have to be set before processing are the distribution of the data in
each particular model and specification of the prior probabilities of the mod-
els. According to Hoeting et al. (1999) there are several difficulties in practical
implementation of Bayesian Model Averaging that we should be aware of. The
first problem that may arise is that calculating of posterior probability dis-
tribution may be quite complicated as the amount of terms supposed to be
summed can be enormous. Secondly, the same equation posterior distribution
includes implicit integrals that can be complicate to solve. The useful method-
ology in this case could be the asymptotic approximation, or more complicated
reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo approach of sampling from distri-
bution. This approach builds on creating a model which simulates a Markov
chain that converges to the posterior distribution. The third issue we should
be concerned about is that even specification of probability distribution among
all models we have is not easy to determine. We will focus on the prior choice
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in the following Section 4.5. The last thing to keep in mind is to select the
appropriate class of models that we would average over in the analysis.

To conclude the BMA methodology, there are several obstacles we have to
overcome, but generally is Bayesian Model Averaging suitable method when
there are more models dealing with the same issue. Then the averaging over all
the models provides better predictive results than each of the models separately.
The advantage of using BMA is that we do not have to choose among the
models. BMA thus deals with the uncertainty in variables selection.

4.5 BMA set up

4.5.1 Parameter distribution priors

Next section is dedicated to selection of right prior probability distributions
and other set ups when implementing BMA. There are several methods how to
progress. The most used one is the Zellner’s g prior which helps determining
the extent to which the prior distribution on model parameter β contributes
to the posterior distribution. We briefly review the most used prior specifi-
cations based on Zeugner & Feldkircher (2009). The most used one is the
risk inflation criterion prior (g-RIC) where g = q2. This approach tends to
match the posterior model probability asymptotically to risk inflation criterion
and was suggested by Foster & George (1994). Benchmark prior (g-BRIC)
was recommended by Fernandez et al. (2001) after trying to combine differ-
ent parameters of model dimension and size of the samples. Finally BRIC
uses g prior combined from unit information prior and risk inflation prior that
equals to max(N, q2). Another distribution, unit information prior (g-UIP)
proposed in Kass & Raftery (1995) takes g = q. The rationale behind is that
the information about the parameter should equal the portion of information
included in one observation. Fernandez et al. (2001) shows that this setting
causes the Bayes factor to act like bayesian information criterion. Another
prior sets g equal to log(q)3 which asymptotically corresponds to Hannan-
Quinn criterion (HQ). The last prior we mention is the local empirical Bayes
g-parameter (EBL) which estimates prior separately for each model as follow-
ing gs = argmaxgp(y|Ms, X, g). On the other hand, global empirical Bayes
estimates one prior common for all the models. Other priors and also the way
they can be mixtured are described in Liang et al. (2008).
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4.5.2 Model priors

Besides parameter distribution priors, also model priors have to be set before
implementing BMA. We will provide review of several model priors used in
literature relying on Eicher et al. (2011) in the following section.

The most used one is the uniform distribution prior that suggests that
probability of model to be selected is the same for all the models from model
space M . So pr(Mk) = 1/q. This distribution was proposed by Raftery
(1988) followed by George & McCulloch (1993) that applied uniform distri-
bution on linear regression models. Another distribution suggested by Mitchell
& Beauchamp (1988) is more general and uses the following probability dis-
tribution of models: pr(Mk) = ∏p

j=1 π
δkj

j (1 − πj)1−δkj . δkj is a binary variable
assigning value 1 if variable Xj is included in model Mk and value 0 if not in-
cluded. The prior probability of Xj being included in model is denoted by πj.
πj is often considered to be equal to π for all j = 1, . . . , p. For uniform prior dis-
tribution, π equals 0,5. The general prior is popular in BMA analysis provided
for example by Doppelhofer et al. (2003) who used π equal to 7/p. Ley & Steel
(2007) proposed to consider π a random variable obtained from binomial beta
hyperprior distribution of β(1; 1−π

π
). Taplin & Raftery (1994) showed that there

exists a trade off relationship of prior inverse variance parameter g and prior
inclusion probabilities πj in the general model prior equation. Kass & Raftery
(1995) than propose that for two priors A and B, their prior scale factors, gA, gB
and prior inclusion probabilities, πA, πB comparing two regression models, we
get to the following relationship gA/gB = [(πB(1 − πA))/(πA(1 − πB))]2. Ac-
cording to this, the trade off relationship is obvious, a change in π and change
in g have approximately same effect on the ratio.

4.5.3 Our settings

We have used the transformed dataset described in Section 3.6 to create the
panel and rearranged it to the R friendly form where the explained variable
HICP for all the years and countries is in the first column, and the explana-
tory variables follow in the rest of columns. Dataset contains q = 32 possible
explanatory variables, which gives us 232 = 4294967296, more than four bil-
lion possible model combinations. We have used Bayesian Model Averaging
methodology in R software, using bms package to analyze the panel. As we
mentioned above, we have to set the proper parameter and model priors before
analysis. We chose the g prior as g="hyperBRIC", which sets the prior expected
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value of the shrinkage factor equal to that of BRIC, Bayesian Risk Inflation
Criterion. We were inspired by existing empirical studies when choosing the
g-prior setting, particularly Zeugner (2011) and Liang et al. (2008). The model
prior is set as „uniform” which assigns the same probabilities to all models from
model space M . In our case, the expected prior model parameter size is thus
q/2 = 16. The sensitivity analysis on the model and parameter priors selection,
where we will observe how the change in priors affects the analysis results, will
be provided in Chapter 6.

The regression equation consists from HICP index representing inflation in
time t on left side and lags of all the explanatory variables listed in Table 3.1
in time t-1 on the right side. We lagged the variables on righthand side for
two reasons, to aviod the correlation and also to avoid the endogeneity and
simultaneous bias. However as we have stated in Section 3.6, some variables
are highly correlated despite our effort. We will also treat for this correlation
in sensitivity analysis in Chapter 6, where we will observe the effect of omit-
ting highly correlated variables from the analysis. Another issue rising when
using dataset with high number of explanatory variables is the possibility of
contemporanouos endogeneity of explanatory variables. Common praxis when
addressing this problem is lagging of explanatory variables for example in Ba-
nia et al. (2007), Aschhoff & Schmidt (2008) or Buch et al. (2012). Another
possible solution to endogeneity problem is to use the instrumental variable
BMA approach proposed in Eicher et al. (2009). We find this approach rather
extensive and prefered the lagging of the explanatory variables for the purposes
of this thesis.



Chapter 5

Results

In the following chapter, results of Bayesian Model Averaging analysis are de-
scribed. They were obtained by using methodology described in Chapter 4 on
the transformed dataset from Section 3.6. The analysis of the results is based
on Zeugner (2012)

At the Table 5.1 below is enclosed the PIP matrix obtained from R soft-
ware based on the dataset described in Chapter 3. In the first column of this
matrix, we can see the posterior inclusion probabilities (PIP) of particular vari-
ables which are obtained by summation of posterior model probabilities from
all the models containing the particular variable. The PIP expresses the impor-
tance of particular variable in explaining the observed data, it is the probability
with which particular variable should be included in the model. According to
the matrix below, there are three variables that surely will be included in ev-
ery model with probability of 100 %. These are money market interest rate
(RAT3), long-term bond yield (RAT4) and crisis dummy variable (CRIS). An-
other fifteen variables have the posterior inclusion probability above 50 % and
these are real effective exchange rate (XRRE), unemployment rate (UNEM),
money aggregate M2 (DMN2), real imports of goods and services (RIMP),
nominal GDP (GDPD), real government consumption (RGCE), exchange rate
in local currency (XRPD), real exports of goods and services (REXP), euro-
zone dummy (EUZO), current-account balance (BALC), harmonized index of
consumer prices in t-1 (HICT), gross domestic product (DGDP), real GDP
(RGDP), gross fixed investment (DFIN) and real stockbuilding (RSTK). The
other fourteen variables do not explain the dataset very much. These are
nominal GDP (GDPL), real gross fixed investment (RFIN), real domestic de-
mand (RDMD), end period exchange rate (ENDR), real private consumption
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(RCPR), stockbuilding contribution to real GDP growth (DSTK), domestic de-
mand (DDMD), private consumption (DCPR), industrial production (DIPI),
producer prices (DPPI), exports of goods and services (DEXP), imports of
goods and services (DIMP) and government consumption (DGCE). Among
them occurs also output gap (OGAP), which is to be compared with money
supply, with posterior inclusion probability around 20 %. We can see that the
result of BMA analysis supports our hypothesis, the money supply inclusion
probability is around 90 % which is higher than the output gap inclusion proba-
bility. This result is in line with the empirical paper Gerlach & Svensson (2003)
where the authors also examined the role of monetary indicators on inflation.
They have used euro area data in period 1998 - 2000 and tested them by OLS
methodology and Granger causality tests. They concluded that real money
gap is indicating inflation substentially (null hypotheses that real money gap
does not cause inflation deviation was rejected below 1 % significance level) but
on the other hand, the output gap has less predicative power than expected
(null hypothesis that output gap does not cause inflation deviation was rejected
at 5 % significance level). We went through several empirical papers such as
Kapetanios et al. (2008), Wright (2009) or Jacobson & Karlsson (2004) that ex-
amine the inflation with BMA methodology, however most of them uses BMA
methodology to forecast inflation. Even though we can compare the results of
our analysis with the findings of Jacobson & Karlsson (2004), who examined
the quaterly inflation series in Sweden between 1983 and 2000. He concluded
that money supply is better predictor of inflation with inclusion probability
of about 33 % against the output gap which was not included in the top 10
models explaining inflation at all.

The second column in the matrix obtained from R software, called Post
Mean, shows the average of the variable coefficients over all the models from
model space M. In this feature are included also models where the variable is
not contained and its coefficient is thus zero. As you can see, the variable crisis
(CRIS) has the highest average coefficient of all and variable producer prices
(DPPI) has the lowest average coefficient. The next column Post DS expresses
the posterior standard deviations of the variables. The coefficient signs can be
derived from the next feature, Cond.Pos.Sign, which is the posterior probability
of a positive coefficient expected value conditional on inclusion of the variable
in model. The coefficients for long-term bond yield (RAT4), crisis dummy
(CRIS), unemployment rate (UNEM) and many others (with the probability
of one) are definitely positive, on the other hand we can surely say that real
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effective exchange rate (XRRE), money market interest rate (RAT3) or current-
account balance (BALC) (with probability value of zero) have negative sign of
coefficients. For our two compared variables, money supply and output gap, it
is obvious that the first mentioned has surely positive sign whereas the latter
has probably negative sign. In the last column of the matrix is stated the order
of the variables in the original dataset denoted as Idx.

Table 5.1: Table of posterior inclusion probabilities

PIP Post Mean Post SD Cond.Pos.
Sign

Idx

RAT3 1.0000000 -2.825819e-01 0.0384898787 0.00000000 25
RAT4 1.0000000 3.792069e-01 0.0603188278 1.00000000 26
CRIS 1.0000000 9.259292e-01 0.1226970579 1.00000000 32
XRRE 0.9999991 -4.354316e-02 0.0074623140 0.00000000 23
UNEM 0.8992122 3.353214e-02 0.0172121163 1.00000000 28
DMN2 0.8882079 1.686987e-02 0.0090087661 1.00000000 24
RIMP 0.8074656 1.123838e-02 0.0098200150 0.99908818 8
GDPD 0.7615595 9.814193e-04 0.0007506111 0.99571471 19
HICT 0.7108061 5.426506e-02 0.0456019434 1.00000000 1
BALC 0.7004972 -7.183072e-03 0.0062426231 0.00008247 29
REXP 0.6768917 -6.403808e-03 0.0087756017 0.15821517 7
RGCE 0.6726003 -8.880652e-03 0.0460863118 0.03066254 4
XRPD 0.6700811 1.632644e-01 0.1564844592 0.99885079 21
DGDP 0.6678760 4.861602e-02 0.0454833198 1.00000000 10
EUZO 0.6515694 -1.996093e-01 0.1908622078 0.00030061 31
DFIN 0.6188452 1.347352e-02 0.0137275806 0.99999925 13
RGDP 0.5748212 -3.859550e-03 0.0079757120 0.16571542 2
RSTK 0.5335070 1.323093e-02 0.0475520903 0.99664484 6
GDPL 0.4461692 1.388914e-03 0.0021023536 0.99114775 18
RFIN 0.4135646 5.081749e-03 0.0460222579 0.84915503 5
RDMD 0.4094265 9.614124e-04 0.0457611858 0.65392030 9
ENDR 0.3966700 5.229640e-02 0.1284533617 0.77002783 22
RCPR 0.3863582 -5.219340e-04 0.0455808763 0.36310697 3
DSTK 0.3563058 -2.280948e-02 0.0457632350 0.01740976 14
DDMD 0.2921775 7.568905e-03 0.0327566741 0.67132597 17
DCPR 0.2921159 9.377792e-03 0.0245815730 0.92569900 11
DIPI 0.2853845 -3.424020e-03 0.0093113740 0.13798542 20
DEXP 0.2399181 1.118557e-03 0.0065300496 0.67430353 15
DPPI 0.2129746 -9.826916e-04 0.0054877035 0.18919924 27
DIMP 0.2082180 1.289048e-05 0.0061330073 0.54844017 16
OGAP 0.2041791 -5.770874e-04 0.0040993276 0.22945300 30
DGCE 0.1953573 -7.157361e-04 0.0093996761 0.36309378 12

Source: R software.
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In the Figure 5.1 below, we can see the visualization of the all models graph-
ically. On the horizontal axis, there are expressed best 5000 models ranked
according to their posterior model probabilities, which cumulate to one over
entire model space M. These best 5000 models cover 8 % of total model prob-
abilities. On the vertical axis are all the examined variables. Blue coloration
indicates the positive coefficients, red one refers to a negative coefficient and
the white means no inclusion of the variable in particular model at all. Again,
we observe the four variables real effective exchange rate (XRRE), money mar-
ket interest rate (RAT3), long-term bond yield (RAT4), crisis dummy (CRIS)
as the most important ones, having the most colored lines in the table based
on the best 5000 models. They are followed closely by some others, money
aggregate M2 (DMN2), unemployment rate (UNEM), real imports of goods
and services (RIMP), nominal GDP (GDPD), real government consumption
(RGCE), real exports of goods and services (REXP). The rest of the variables
with mostly white coloration are those with lowest inclusion probabilities.
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Figure 5.1: Model inclusion

Source: R software.
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Table 5.2: Model summary

Mean no. Regressors Draws Burnins
"18.1728" "3e+07" "1e+05"

Time No. models visited Modelspace 2K
"3.148858 hours" "11464407" "4.3e+09"

% visited % Topmodels Corr PMP
"0.27" "8" "0.9905"

No. Obs. Model Prior g-Prior
"775" "uniform / 16" "hyper (a=2.002581)"

Shrinkage-Stats
Av=0.9503, Stdev=0.018
Source: R software Note: Mean no.of regressors is the posterior mean of model size, Draws
is the number of iterations (ex burn-ins), Burnins is the number of burn-in iterations, Time
is the time spent on iterating through the model space, No. of models visited is the number
of times a model was accepted (including burn-ins), Modelspace 2K is the total model space
2K , Percentage visited equals No.ofmodelsvisited/Modelspace∗100, Percentage Topmodels
is number of times the best models were drawn in percent of Draws, Corr. PMP is the
correlation between the MCMC frequencies of the best models (the number of times they
were drawn) and their marginal likelihoods, No. Obs. is number of observations, Model Prior
is a character conforming to the argument mprior of bms, and the expected prior model size,
g-prior is a character corresponding to argument g of function bms, Shrinkage-Stats is a
posterior expected value and standard deviation (if applicable) of the shrinkage factor. It is
only included if argument g.stats of function bms was set to TRUE.

If we take a look at the summary of the model in Table 5.2, we can see the
several descriptive statistics of our model. One of them, Mean no. regressors,
expresses the posterior expected model size, in other words the average number
of regressors included in the model. This value also equals to the sum of
posterior inclusion probabilities (Zeugner (2012)). We have already come across
the prior expected model size in Subsection 4.5.2 and Subsection 4.5.3, where
we were setting the uniform model prior which assigns probability of 2−q to
each model so the model size is q/2. However the uniform distribution puts the
same probability for each model, it assigns more weight on the intermediate
values of model size than on high or low ones. To compare the two model size
distributions, we use the plot from R software, Figure 5.2, where we can see
that prior model distribution (the red colored line) is symmetric, with peak in
value q/2 = 16, whereas considering observed data, the posterior distribution
(the blue line) is slightly biased to the right to value of ideal model size of more
than 18 variables.
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Figure 5.2: Posterior model size distribution

Source: R software.
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When large number of variables occur in the dataset, it is not technically
feasible to compute all their combinations. To compute all the possible variable
combinations, BMA uses the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) samplers
which account only for the most valuable portion of the posterior model distri-
bution. The algorithm used for computing them is called Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm. It proceeds by picking one initial model Mi and compares it with
some other model Mj. The probability pi,j that the sampler changes from
model Mi to Mj is pi,j = min(1; p(Mj|y,X)/p(Mi|y, x)). If Mj is rejected,
another model is compared with the initial model. If Mj is picked, it becomes
the new model that is to be compared with other models left. As we continue
with this procedure, we will see that number of how many times each model
is surviving the comparison will converge to p(Mj|y,X), the distribution of
posterior model probabilities. There are two MCMC samplers we can choose
from, to enumerate all the models with large number of variables in BMS func-
tion conducted in R. These are the birth-death sampler and reversible-jump
sampler. The first mentioned proceeds as follows: it chooses one variable out
of all explanatory variables randomly. If this variable is included in model Mi,
than compared model Mj would have the same set of variables except the one
randomly chosen. Vice versa, if the Mi does not contain the chosen variable,
compared model Mj would be compounded of same set of variables plus the
chosen variable. The reversible-jump sampler refers to candidate model in two
ways both with 50% probability: it either uses birth-death algorithm, or it
swap one randomly chosen variable of Mi and replaces it with other randomly
chosen variable not used in Mi forming new model Mj (Zeugner (2012)). The
closeness to actual posterior model distribution is determined by the number
of draws the MCMC sampler conducts. As the sampler chooses the first model
Mi randomly, it does not have to be the good model to explain the observed
data. Thus the first iterations, called burn-ins are excluded from analysis. We
can see the number of draws (30 million) and burn-ins (10 thousand) in the
Table 5.2, model summary. The Corr PMP in the same figure corresponds to
the correlation of approximated and actual posterior model probabilities for the
best 5000 models. It also expresses the quality of algorithm in Markov Chain
Monte Carlo sampling. It is in our case more than 99 % which is satisfactory
high degree of convergence. For better visualization, we enclose the graph of
distribution of these two series for the best 5000 models below at Figure 5.3.
We can observe that the blue line is fluctuating more than the red line which
is, on the other hand, more smooth compare to the blue line. All together we
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can say that the two lines copy pretty much the same pattern.

Figure 5.3: Posterior model probabilities

Source: R software.



Chapter 6

Sensitivity analysis

In next section, sensitivity analysis is being provided. It is divided into two
parts, in the first one we will discuss the choice of different model priors and
g-priors and examine its impact on the results of analysis. The second part will
deal with the problem of high correlation between the variables.

6.1 Prior alternatives
In our analysis, we have used the uniform model prior, however in R we can
choose another five priors. We will discuss two of them, fixed and random, and
compare the results with uniform prior to check the robustness of our results.
Similarly besides hyper-BRIC g prior we have chosen, there are another six
available g priors we will compare with the chosen one. To check the robust-
ness of the results, we combined three models priors and seven g priors and
compared outcoming 21 different model settings with our initial setting. The
model priors used were uniform, fixed and random; all of them are described in
Subsection 4.5.2. For the set of g priors, we used hyper-BRIC, BRIC, RIC, UIP,
HQ, EBL and hyper-UIP described in Subsection 4.5.1. The Figure 6.1 below
shows us the posterior inclusion probabilities of their combinations. They are
colored from the highest value in green, through medium yellow and orange,
to the lowest values in red. This coloration helps to show the different out-
comes of different model settings. The highest color differences through the
lines indicate the biggest differences in the observed variables using different
model and parameter settings. In the first column, there is our initial model
setting, and thus uniform model prior and hyper-BRIC g prior. We can see
that model setting does influence a lot the results, especially for some variables.
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The most distinctive difference from the benchmark values, we can observe, is
in case of variables real imports of goods and services (RIMP), nominal GDP
(GDPD), real government consumption (RGCE), exchange rate in local cur-
rency (XRPD), real exports of goods and services (REXP) and the eurozone
dummy (EUZO). Less but also significant is the difference in real stockbuilding
(RSTK), nominal GDP (GDPL), real gross fixed investment (RFIN) and real
domestic demand (RDMD). Compare to the benchmark model with uniform
model prior and hyper-BRIC g prior, we observe two biases. For every model
prior, g priors BRIC, RIC, UIP and HQ tend to undervalue a lot the posterior
inclusion probabilities for medium values of initial model inclusion probabil-
ities, and get very close to benchmark model values for extremely high and
extremely low values of inclusion probabilities. On the other hand, g priors
hyper-BRIC, EBL and hyper-UIP are very similar to benchmark values of in-
clusion probabilities for the model priors uniform and fixed, but overestimate
a little bit in the case of random model prior. The change of our compared
variables, money aggregate M2 (DMN2) and output gap (OGAP), is however
not so significant. Money supply stayed at the level of posterior inclusion prob-
ability around 90 % for any mixture of priors, whereas output gap did move in
the range from 1 % to 20 %, occasionally in three cases of random model prior
up to 40 %.
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Figure 6.1: Prior alternatives

Source: R software.
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6.2 The correlation check
In section Section 3.6, we examined the correlation between the variables and
found out several highly correlated variables. In this part, we will check if omit-
ting these variables and thus lowering correlation influence our posterior inclu-
sion probability results in any way. Eight variables with the highest correlation
were omitted, these are real government consumption (RGCE), real exports
of goods and services (REXP), real GDP (RGDP), real private consumption
(RCPR), real gross fixed investment (RFIN), real imports of goods and services
(RIMP), real domestic demand (RDMD) and nominal GDP (GDPL). Now our
model space consists of 224 = 16777216, more than 16 million possible models
explaining inflation. We ran a Bayesian Model Averaging procedure on the
rest 24 variables. We left the settings of priors as in initial model, hyper-BRIC
g prior and uniform model prior. Also the number of draws remained on 30
million and number of burn ins is 10 thousand. The results of BMA together
with posterior inclusion probabilities of original model are enclosed below at
Table 6.1. We can see that coefficients did not change much for most of the
variables. The greatest differences are observed in following five out of 24 vari-
ables left: nominal GDP (GDPD), where the PIP fell from 76 % to 16 %, then
exchange rate in local currency (XRPD) where the decrease from 67 % to 17
% occurred, real stockbuilding (RSTK) also decreased a lot from 53 % to 16
%, next one is eurozone dummy (EUZO) from 65 % to 34 % and the last one is
harmonized index of consumer prices in t-1 (HICT) which PIP increased from
71 % to 99 %. So the correlation had a quite influence on more than one fifth
of the data. However the inclusion probabilities of the variables we are focused
on, money aggregate M2 (DMN2) and output gap (OGAP), did not change
that much. Output gap has nearly the same inclusion probability of around
18% and money supply´s inclusion probability even rose a bit from 88 % to
97%, which plays in favor of our hypothesis.
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Table 6.1: Posterior inclusion probabilities, correlation check

PIP Post Mean Post SD Cond.Pos.
Sign

Idx PIP
original

RAT3 1.0000000 -2.867348e-01 3.612242e-02 0.00000000 17 1.0000000
RAT4 1.0000000 3.382496e-01 5.312397e-02 1.00000000 18 1.0000000
CRIS 1.0000000 1.010408e+00 1.171880e-01 1.00000000 24 1.0000000
XRRE 0.9999907 -3.427894e-02 6.530300e-03 0.00000000 15 0.9999991
HICT 0.9902811 1.107116e-01 3.292886e-02 1.00000000 1 0.7108061
UNEM 0.9864566 4.124529e-02 1.284681e-02 1.00000000 20 0.8992122
DMN2 0.9729065 2.173832e-02 7.683574e-03 1.00000000 16 0.8882079
DGDP 0.8281776 6.311067e-02 3.837310e-02 1.00000000 3 0.6678760
BALC 0.8262416 -6.505539e-03 4.093151e-03 0.00000000 21 0.7004972
DFIN 0.3702749 5.864128e-03 1.004585e-02 0.99998749 6 0.6188452
EUZO 0.3480084 -5.217995e-02 9.405104e-02 0.00000000 23 0.6515694
DSTK 0.2149206 -7.776447e-03 2.559055e-02 0.01413809 7 0.3563058
DDMD 0.2027335 3.694408e-03 1.952008e-02 0.79268067 10 0.2921775
DEXP 0.1949474 6.452436e-04 5.353779e-03 0.51562969 8 0.2399181
DIPI 0.1934919 -8.327751e-04 6.287797e-03 0.20190799 12 0.2853845
ENDR 0.1714920 -3.360020e-03 4.162470e-02 0.26911595 14 0.3966700
XRPD 0.1703217 2.737481e-03 4.116352e-02 0.46284344 13 0.6700811
DCPR 0.1687158 8.191065e-04 1.354365e-02 0.64887316 4 0.2921159
DIMP 0.1672965 2.469783e-04 4.774613e-03 0.66341755 9 0.2082180
DGCE 0.1647521 1.090902e-03 8.102220e-03 0.95092507 5 0.1953573
OGAP 0.1622654 4.248601e-04 3.149592e-03 0.98715685 22 0.2041791
RSTK 0.1610861 2.010195e-04 3.170959e-03 0.73684927 2 0.5335070
GDPD 0.1594850 -6.792806e-06 7.856451e-05 0.10903782 11 0.7615595
DPPI 0.1592099 -3.112151e-04 4.013532e-03 0.08536864 19 0.2129746

Source: R software.

With omitting of eight variables, we can observe that the Corr PMP in Ta-
ble 6.2 rose a bit in comparison with the initial model from 99,05 % to 99,99%.
To remind, this feature corresponds to correlation between the actual and ap-
proximated posterior model probabilities and reflects the quality of MCMC
sampler, which is in our case nearly perfect. We can see it also visually in
Figure 6.4, where the two lines, blue for approximated PMP and red for exact
PMP, basically merge together into one line. Next feature in Table 6.2 is Mean
no. regressors, which reflects the average model size and thus number of re-
gressors in the model. In this case, it fell from 18 in initial model to 11. Again
visually in Figure 6.3, we can see the prior model size distribution which is half
of number of variables used, q/2 = 12. The posterior model size distribution
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in the same figure is skewed little bit left to 11,61, which means that model
describing observed data would contain eleven of twelve explanatory variables.

Table 6.2: Model summary, correlation check

Mean no. Regressors Draws Burnins
"11.6131" "3e+07" "1e+05"

Time No. models visited Modelspace 2K
"2.48116 hours" "8148937" "1.7e+07"

% visited % Topmodels Corr PMP
"49" "81" "0.9999"

No. Obs. Model Prior g-Prior
"775" "uniform / 12" "hyper (a=2.002581)"

Shrinkage-Stats
Av=0.9655, Stdev=0.015
Source: R software Note: Mean no.of regressors is the posterior mean of model size, Draws
is the number of iterations (ex burn-ins), Burnins is the number of burn-in iterations, Time
is the time spent on iterating through the model space, No. of models visited is the number
of times a model was accepted (including burn-ins), Modelspace 2K is the total model space
2K , Percentage visited equals No.ofmodelsvisited/Modelspace∗100, Percentage Topmodels
is number of times the best models were drawn in percent of Draws, Corr. PMP is the
correlation between the MCMC frequencies of the best models (the number of times they
were drawn) and their marginal likelihoods, No. Obs. is number of observations, Model Prior
is a character conforming to the argument mprior of bms, and the expected prior model size,
g-prior is a character corresponding to argument g of function bms, Shrinkage-Stats is a
posterior expected value and standard deviation (if applicable) of the shrinkage factor. It is
only included if argument g.stats of function bms was set to TRUE.

On the Figure 6.2, we can see the graphical representation of the results
of Bayesian Model Averaging methodology being used on our modified dataset
consisting of 24 variables. Based on the best 5000 models, we can see that seven
variables have the most important role in inflation estimating. These are real
effective exchange rate (XRRE), money market interest rate (RAT3), long-term
bond yield (RAT4), crisis dummy (CRIS), money aggregate M2 (DMN2), un-
employment rate (UNEM), harmonized index of consumer prices in t-1 (HICT)
followed closely by current-account balance (BALC) and gross domestic prod-
uct (DGDP). These results correspond closely to initial model outcomes for
first six variables, the latter three mentioned has changed its coefficient as we
stated earlier.
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Figure 6.2: Model inclusion, correlation check

Source: R software.
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Figure 6.3: Posterior model size distribution, correlation check

Source: R software.
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Figure 6.4: Posterior model probabilities, correlation check

Source: R software.
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To conclude the sensitivity analysis, different settings of the model and g
priors can have an influence on the results of the Bayesian Model Averaging
analysis, and so does the omitting of some highly correlated variables. But
as we focus on the comparison of two explaining variables, money supply and
output gap, we can conclude that the results of these variables are robust
towards prior settings and correlation checks.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

Many researchers deal with the issue of right variables selection for their anal-
ysis. The recent development of the Bayesian Model Averaging into economic
science helps us to reveal the determinants significant in explaining the main
variable and solve this model uncertainty problem.

In this master thesis, we are observing whether money supply helps in es-
timating inflation. This question is already set in economics for a long time,
since the Keynesians and Monetarists. Nowadays dominates the opinion of
using output gap as the main determinant of inflation. Money supply is also
considered as indicator, however it is not used in modeling inflation. It has
a role of the reference value for M3 monetary aggregate that ECB announces
every year. Many renowned economists even though think, that money supply
includes information helping to estimate inflation. The more comprehensive
overview of ideas and thoughts regarding money supply is provided in the lit-
erature review. The opinion of the writer is that money supply is an important
indicator of inflation and should not be underestimated in inflation modelling.
The main hypothesis of this thesis is thus that money supply is a better predic-
tor of inflation that currently used output gap. This master thesis is proposing
the empirical evidence on this issue.

We observed panel of quarterly data from sixteen developed European econ-
omies from 1997 to 2012. The set of 32 possible explanatory variables has been
selected according to literature and availability of the data. We have used
the Bayesian Model Averaging methodology to address the uncertainty issue in
variable selection. The intuition behind this methodology is that it combines all
the observed variables to get all the possible models, then weights the results of
each model analysis by its posterior model probability and averages over their
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coefficients to get the posterior inclusion probabilities. These are the probabil-
ities with which particular regressor determines the explanatory variable and
is included in the true model. We provided the overall and detailed description
of the BMA methodology in Chapter 4, where we introduced brief history of
averaging the models and provided the model equations together with caveats
of implementing. We described all the existing priors, and discussed the issue
of determining the right priors when conducting BMA. Then we described the
priors we have chosen, and so hyper-BRIC g prior and uniform model prior.

To respond to our initial research question, the results of our analysis re-
vealed the much higher posterior inclusion probability of the money supply,
measured by money aggregate M2, than of the output gap. Money supply
probability achieved nearly 90 % whereas output gap had only 20 % inclu-
sion probability. We can conclude that money supply has the better predictive
power of inflation than the output gap. To check the robustness of our results,
we provided the sensitivity analysis in two steps. Firstly, we changed the prior
settings in BMA procedure and observed the effects on the results of analysis.
We have checked for every combination of three model priors, uniform, random
and fixed, and seven g priors, hyper-BRIC, BRIC, RIC, HQ, EBL, UIP and
hyper-UIP. Results of some variables were influenced a lot, but our compared
variables, money aggregate M2 and output gap remained quite stable. Sec-
ondly, we omitted eight variables out of the initial dataset to treat for the high
correlation between them and observed how it affected outcomes of analysis.
Again, differences in some variables were bigger, but for money aggregate M2
and output gap, the results remained pretty much same. The inclusion proba-
bility for money aggregate M2 did even increase a bit, which is a result in favor
of our hypothesis of money supply being better predictor of inflation than the
output gap.

Altogether, we can conclude that these results together with the sensitivity
analysis do confirm our hypothesis of money supply having better predictive
power of inflation forecasting than the output gap. These results are empirically
confirmed for the examined dataset of 32 variables from 16 European countries
between the years 1997 and 2012.

The possible extensions of this thesis can be done in field of comparing
the significance of inflation determinants of our analysis with the other papers
dealing the same issue and using different methodology, or confront our results
with the other BMA analysis of inflation conducted on different countries than
we have used.
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Appendix A

Content of Enclosed File

There is a file enclosed to this thesis in Student Information System (SIS) which
includes empirical data and R source codes.

• Folder 1: ORIGINAL DATA EIU, contains original data exported from
EIU CountryData database

• Folder 2: DATA, contains the transformed dataset used in Chapter 5,
dataset used for correlation check in Section 6.2 and overall R results from
prior alternatives analysis, part of which have been used in Section 6.1

• Folder 3: R COMMANDS, reports all the R commands used to provide
the BMA analysis.

• Folder 4: PDF version of the Master Thesis
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